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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The proposed landing of a marine telecommunications cable at Duynefontein, is the subject of a basic
assessment evaluation in terms of the National Environmental Management Act (107 of 1998). This
report has been compiled to evaluate the bio physical impacts that the laying of such a cable would have
on the various components of the frontal dune cordon at Van Riebeeckstrand, as well as to provide
recommendations on environmental management measures to be employed, following establishment of
the cable.

The dune cordon at Van Riebeeckstrand lies leeward of a wide dissipative beach. The cordon comprises
of a number of dune structures and a wide, permanently wet dune cordon. Recent imagery indicates that
previously stable portions of dune have become more transgressive in nature and that the dune slack is an
important stabilizing feature within the area. The report identifies that cable route Alternative A is the
most applicable route from an eco-morphological perspective, and that the trenching and establishment
of the cable at this point, rather than the alternative route to the south (Cable Alternative Route B), is
preferable. Management recommendations in respect of the establishment of this route are:

1.

A detailed survey should be undertaken of the route in order to identify the extent of the wet
dune slack and the topography of the affected dune environment, in order to allow for the
reinstatement of these systems to mimic the present morphology, once the cable has been laid.

2.

It may be preferable to align the cable with the present semi-formal walkway than to excavate
through the slack. Where not possible, it is recommended that the cable be aligned immediately
adjacent to the said walkway.

3

The route should be cordoned and possibly shuttering applied within the trench to reduce the
need to establish a wider excavation to meet the abovementioned minimum depth.

4.

Trenching and excavation to a depth greater than 5m should apply at points above the high
water mark (back beach, frontal dune cordon and dune heel) during the establishment phase to
avoid exposure where dune mobility arises.

5.

Once all trenching and backfilling has been completed, following the laying of the cable, it is
proposed that the dune be reinstated and sculpted to mimic the pre-construction state.

6.

An alternative pedestrian walkway should be established during the restoration stage of the
project to prevent foot traffic across the destabilized area of dune.

7.

Stabilisation of the dune should be undertaken on a temporary basis utilising geofabric or related
materials. Limited planting of materials is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Acer (Africa) Environmental Consultants have commenced with an environmental impact assessment
process (through a basic assessment application), to review and obtain authorisation from the National
Department of Environmental Affairs, for the installation of a marine telecommunications cable. The
cable is to be landed at Van Riebeeckstrand, Melkbosstrand located within the Cape Town
Metropolitan Municipal area (Fig. 1). Van Riebeeckstrand is positioned at 33˚41’ S / 18˚26’ E and
can be accessed from Otto Du Plessis Drive, at Melkbosstrand.

Figure 1. Regional map image of the subject site
Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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This report serves to provide a bio-physical overview of the dune cordon within and adjacent to the
proposed landing points associated with this cable. The investigation has been undertaken utilising
various, selected parameters and identifies factors associated with the area that may be considered
drivers that determine the status and ecological function of the dune cordon.

In addition, the

investigation considers the ecological impacts that may arise within the dune system from the
establishment of the cables, the most appropriate routing for such cables, as well as mitigation and
management measures that may be employed during and post the installation phase.

2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Telecommunications company, MTN wish to establish a submarine cable that will follow one of two
possible alignments, when landing at a point within the Cape Town region (Figure 2). The project
will see a cable being established that traverses a portion of the inter-tidal, beach and dune
environment at Van Riebeeckstrand. The cable will follow an alignment from the beach to a Beach
Man Hole (BMH) which will be located within a stabilised point within the dune cordon. The cable
from the BMH will traverse through the residential area of Van Riebeeckstrand using existing
servitudes and road infrastructure to connect with the Cable Landing Station (CLS).

Figure 2. Image indicating alternative cable routes at Van Riebeeckstrand and CLS.
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Figure 2 indicates the two proposed points of landing of the cable, namely Alternative route A and
Alternative route B. The former, Alternative A, is the preferred point of landing for the cable. In
order to establish the cable, plant machinery and excavators will be utilised to establish a trench which
will be established to a depth of approximately 2 m above the prevailing natural ground level. Where
trenching within dune systems is required, such depths may be as deep as 9 m. Given the nature of
dune and beach sediments, excavations may be relatively wide, in order to accommodate trenching
operations to this depth. The beach man hole will form the anchor point for the cable. Excavated
material is to be reinstated over the cable and the necessary “rehabilitation” methods are to be
employed.

3. METHOD

In the compilation of this eco-morphological report a desktop review of literature and pertinent
information relating to the site was undertaken. Specific consideration was given to aerial imagery of
the shoreline and dune cordon. Such desktop investigations included;


Review of recent and historical aerial imagery dating from 2000 to 2016.



Identification and delineation of various plant community associes associated with the frontal
dunes.

In addition, field reconnaissance was undertaken on 25 August 2016 whereby:


5 sample points were established at select points along the dune cordon at each of the cable
routes. (Figure. 3).



Dominant species were identified and recorded across these transects from the edge of
vegetation at the beach, eastward in a landward direction.



General observations at each transect were made in respect of the gradient of the dune face
and the nature and structure of the vegetation at the beach – dune interface.



All sample data recorded in the field was transferred to Excel spreadsheet for consideration.



All data was subjected to analysis using basic linear comparative methods to assist in
evaluating the habitat structure of two routes to be affected by the cabling.
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Figure 3. Image indicating sampling points across study area.

4. REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE SUPRA TIDAL ENVIRONMENT

The Duynesfontein (Van Riebeeckstrand) beach is a wide embayment of some 10 kilometres in length
that is bound by the Soutrivier in the south and a promontory to the north, known as Ouskip. In
addition, the placement of infrastructure within the marine, inter tidal and supra tidal environment at
the Koeberg Nuclear Power Station has served to further entrain this bay.
The coastline and dune form at Van Riebeeckstrand trends in a north – south direction with a wide,
dissipative beach being evident along the shore. Much of the Cape Town metropolitan region has
been subject to urban development and settlement, which has seen both the drainage of inland wetland
areas, as well as the stabilization of formerly mobile dune forms.
Coastal processes in the nearshore and supra tidal environment are driven by a number of complex
bio-physical processes (Elko 2016) and as such, changes in wind and wave regimen, climate state,
beach morphology and other factors influence the eco-morphology of dune systems (Hesp 2012).
The wave climate along the Atlantic coastline of Cape Town has been described by Roussouw (1989),
as a high energy regime, with the most proximal wave rider buoy in the region, recording a H s (max)
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of 10.8m with the most frequently occurring wave height being 3m (Joubert and van Niekerk; 2013).
Such parameters indicate a coastline subject to significant marine inundation, accounting for the
dissipative beach environments common within the region.
The dune structure along the Atlantic coastline is affected by primarily two dominant wind directions,
namely, southerly to south easterly and north to north westerly winds (Figure 4). The former
direction often results in particularly strong winds which tend to move large volumes of sand.

As

such, the resultant drift direction of supra tidal sediments along the Atlantic coastline in Cape Town,
is aligned to these winds.

Figure 4. Image of study area with annual wind rose (http://sadco.csir.co.za/loads.html).
According to Koeppen Geiger, the Western Cape region is classified as warm temperate : summer dry
: summer hot (Csa) region with expectations of increasing aridity and reduced winter rainfall periods,
although limited, but more severe storm events, where these arise (www.koeppen-geiger.vuwien.ac.at).
Coupled with increasing aridity along the Western Cape coastline, is the impact of sea level rise,
which according to recorded data varies between 0.42 and 1.87 mm/year (Blake et al 2011). The
National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), identifies a sea level rise rate of
1.94mm/year (https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/tools/slr), a slightly higher rate of increase than that
reported by South African authors. Given the above, inundation along low lying areas of the Cape
Town coastline may be expected and are anticipated by authorities, however in respect of dune
Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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systems, saline intrusion into sub surface, freshwater systems is likely to have a more significant
impact on the state and structure of coastal dunes.
From an ecological perspective, habitat complexity and species diversity plays a significant role in
determining the state of a dune form (Hesp 2012). Using SANBI data (Mucina and Rutherford 2006),
the subject area comprises of three habitat types namely Cape Seashore Vegetation, Cape Flats Dune
Strandveld and Atlantic Sand Fynbos (Figure 5). Of these veld types, Cape Seashore Vegetation is
considered to be “least threatened” from a habitat conservation perspective, while Cape Flats Dune
Strandveld is considered to be “endangered”. Atlantis Sand Fynbos is a more terrestrial, inland
habitat and is considered to be “vulnerable” from a conservation perspective. The latter does not fall
within the ambit of this investigation. Cape Flats Dune Strandveld is most severely threatened by
urban sprawl (Mucina and Rutherford 2006), as well as invasion by alien plant species.

Figure 5 Map indicating subject site and the three veld types recorded in the region (SANBI 2006).
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5. SITE SPECIFIC REVIEW OF CABLE ROUTE

The shoreline and dune cordon at the subject site comprises of a wide dissipative beach with a narrow
back beach. Breaker height, wave period and grain size are fundamental drivers of beach state (Short
1981) and it is evident that fine sediments along this coastline, together with a moderate to higher
energy wave condition have given rise to the present beach morphology (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Image of beach and dune cordon, showing dissipative nature of beach and intertidal zone.

The outer and inner beach sandbars and definitive trough are indicative of dissipative beaches and
from site reconnaissance and review of historical aerial imagery, it is evident that this arrangement is
the modal or most frequently occurring offshore and beach state along this portion of coastline.
Wright and Short (1983) indicated that dissipative beaches are generally flat, shallow formations and
are associated with extensive, subaqueous sand storage. As such, the nature of the dune form at Van
Riebeeckstrand is a function of the dissipative morphology of the beach and accounts for the dune
forms evident along the cordon.
Figure 7 indicates an idealised cross section of the beach and dune morphology at Van
Riebeeckstrand. The dune cordon comprises of three differing dune structures, backed by a wide and
permanently wet and inundated dune slack.

The three dune forms comprise of embryonic or

hummock dunes, which are most closely associated with the back beach environment. Hummock
Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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dunes are ephemeral in character, but may be stabilised by vegetation leading to improved stability.
Often high surf inundation that reaches beyond the back beach removes these dune forms, moving
sediment landward or back into the sub-tidal environment.
Transverse dunes are evident at points within or landward of the hummock dune field. These dunes
lie at regular intervals, perpendicular to the shoreline. They are interspersed with moderately deep
dune slacks that may be inundated with water at times. The transverse dunes are a product of the
prevailing south easterly winds and are indicative of moderate to high sediment input. Where
sediment availability to the back beach is constrained, transverse dunes tend towards a barchan or
crescent dune form (Tsoar 2009).
The transverse dunes form a lobe that intersects with the shore parallel, longitudinal dunes, that in
turn, divide the dune slack from the back beach and frontal dunes. The longitudinal dunes comprise
of both stable and mobile components, with stability being derived primarily from plant invasion.
Where recent disturbance to psammoseral vegetation has arisen, a more transgressive dune form
arises with a small parabolic dune or “blow out” arising. Under such situations sediment moves
landwards, until stabilisation is restored within the blow out or at the crest of the longitudinal dune.

Figure 7. Diagrammatic representation of profile across beach at Van Riebeeckstrand
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A wet dune slack, which lies to the east of the dune heel is an important driver of vegetation within
the more seaward dune cordon and to a limited extent within small plant associes located on the
hummock dunes and within the frontal dune slacks. As such, the dune slack is a significant source of
freshwater to frontal dune vegetation which is supplied either directly through sub surface inundation
and seep, or condensation and capillarity within the proximal dune structure.

Figure. 8 Image of permanently wet dune slack at Van Riebeeckstrand
Figure 9 shows aerial imagery of the site at two periods, namely 2001 and 2010, as well as the route
alignment of the two proposed cables. From these two images, taken some ten years apart, there
appears little difference in the state of the dune cordon. Frontal dune morphology appears to comprise
primarily of hummocks dunes, while little variance in the structure of habitat within the dune slack is
evident. However, using imagery obtained from Google Earth and considered at a finer scale, it is
evident that between 2010 and 2016, there has been a significant shift towards a more mobile
longitudinal dune form. Table 1 indicates the nature of the dune systems along the two proposed
cable routes in 2010, and in 2016. From these comparative images, it is evident that between 2010
and 2016, sediment mobility increased significantly, particularly around Alternative Route A.
A comparative image of a site some 500m north of Alternative Route A is also presented for
consideration. This particular site lies within a restricted area of coastline associated with the
Koeberg nuclear power facility. As this area also shows significant levels of increased mobility akin
to that noted to the south, a conclusion can be drawn that increased mobility in this region is not
driven

by

direct

anthropogenic
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Figure 9. Comparative aerial imagery of site from 2010 and 2001.
Ecological Evaluation. Van Riebeeckstrand ACE Cable : September 2016
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Table 1. Comparative imagery sourced from Google Earth of cable options and a northern sample
points from 2010 and 2016.
2010

2016

A

B

North

It is beyond the mandate of this investigation to identify the cause or origin of such mobility which
would necessitate specific consideration of wave, wind, sediment and other meteorological regimen in
the region, however what can be identified is that:


Dune mobility is increasing or has increased with the concomitant likelihood of landward
migration of sediments accompanying further disturbance of dune systems in this region.



Such increase in mobility may or may not be cyclic. In other words, the increased mobility
may be part of a longer term period of instability, which may be followed by an increase in
general dune stability.

Ecological Evaluation. Van Riebeeckstrand ACE Cable : September 2016



Mobility in dunes at this point means that topography and hence the elevation of the natural
ground level within the dune cordon may vary significantly over time. Such variable states
should be considered when establishing the depth of trenching required, particularly seaward
of the longitudinal dune.



The leeward wet dune slack is an important stabilising influence on the longitudinal dune
form as it serves to facilitate and promote stabilisation of this dune by vegetation. It follows
that undue disturbance of the slack may exacerbate frontal dune mobility.



Any undue disturbance to the frontal dune cordon, such as the establishment of trenches,
should see stabilisation interventions being applied, immediately upon completion of such
work.

5.1

Ecological aspects

As indicated above, the frontal dune cordon and dune slack is considered to encompass two habitat
forms, namely Cape Seashore Vegetation and Cape Flats Dune Strandveld. The frontal dune cordon
conforms definitively with this veld type, exhibiting typical graminoid species including Sporobolus
virginicus and Ehrharta villosa, with Tertragonia decumbens and Didelta carnosa being common.
Presently the seashore vegetation is sporadically situated across the dune cordon and there is evidence
of increasing sediment inundation onto vegetation, as well as blow outs or small scale “parabolic type
dunes” arising in response to changing factors (Figure. 10).

Leeward of the longitudinal dune, the wet slack gives rise to a habitat dominated by Typha capensis
and Juncus kraussii, but where a more mesic environment prevails, species typical of Cape Flats
Dune Strandveld veld type are evident, in particular Chrysanthemoides monilifera and Dassispermum
suffruticosum. (Figure 11)

Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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Figure 10. View of typical dune vegetation at Van Riebeeckstrand (Cable Route Alternative A)

Figure 11. View of heel of dune and wet dune slack at Cable Route Alternative B.
The vegetation lying within the study area is subject to ongoing disturbance, primarily through
pedestrian traffic moving through the slack and frontal dune cordon, across semi-formal structures
Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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and pathways, as well as on account of the establishment of stormwater infrastructure and the
clearance of vegetation. The latter is evident where there are attempts within the slack to facilitate the
flow of water. Notably, there is evidence of informal attempts to stabilise the frontal dune cordon
through ad hoc brush wood packing and occasional plantings.

6.

ROUTE SELECTION

In reviewing the proposed routing options for the ACE cable from an ecological perspective, it is
evident that such selection will be based upon:


The significance of disruption to geomorphological features within the dune cordon ; and



The level of disturbance affecting the prevailing biological habitat.

These aspects are discussed below.

6. 1. Comparative impacts on prevailing morphology
Giving consideration to Figures 12 and 13, it can be seen that the route alignments for both proposed
cables traverse the wet dune slack and the frontal dune cordon. In both options, the cable routes are
proximal to existing semi-formal public access paths.

Notably, Alternative Cable Route A aligns

with that portion of the dune cordon that shows a singular large transverse dune. A dry to periodically
inundated frontal dune slack is located just to the north of this transverse dune.

Notably the

longitudinal dune crest lies proximal to the wet slack, indicating a stable dune heel, but transgressive
or inflated frontal dune form (Figure 12).
Comparatively Alternative Cable Route B aligns with two transverse dune structures and bisects a dry
to periodically inundated frontal dune slack, while the longitudinal dune shows a more deflated state,
at this point in time. (Figure 13).
It follows that from a geomorphological perspective, the use of Alternative Cable Route A would
result in a lower level of geomorphological disruption.

Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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6. 2. Habitat Disturbance
As described above, 5 sample points were identified along each cable route at approximately 10m
intervals (See Figure 3). At each sample point, species were identified along a 10m transect. The
data was collated in Excel, where the distribution and prevalence of species was identified across the
proposed cable route alternatives.
Figure 14 indicates the species identified along Cable route alternatives A and B and indicates their
abundance at points. A total of 8 species were recorded at the 5 sample points along cable route A,
while a total of 12 species were recorded along cable route B.
From Figure 14, it is clear that four species are dominant along cable route A, these being C
monilifera, T. capensis, Phragmites australis and J. kraussii. Three of these species are obligate
wetland species with T. capensis being most prevalent. Such prevalence is likely to arise from the
regular clearance or disturbance of this system in a bid to facilitate flow within the slack. Such
disturbance will favour T. capensis.
Cable route B shows a more even distribution of species across the cable route within the dune cordon
and slack, with more mesic and psammoseral species being evident. While this route may generally be
considered to be disturbed, evidently cable route B, at a preliminary level of evaluation, shows an
improved diversity, comparative to cable route A.

Van Riebeeckstrand Ecomorphological Report : ACE Cable Routes February 2017
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Fig. 12. Image of cable route at Alternative A showing key morphological features

Fig 13. Image of cable route at Alternative B, showing key morphological features.

Ecological Evaluation. Van Riebeeckstrand ACE Cable : September 2016

Fig. 14. Graph depicting species recorded at 5 sample sites on dune cordon at Cable routes A and B.
Given the above, it is apparent that Cable Route A is to be considered the more appropriate route for
the establishment of the cable on account of the less complex dune morphology at this point and the
lower species diversity. Table 2 overleaf, provides a qualitative and comparative evaluation of the
impacts arising from the utilisation of the identified cable routes.
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Table 2 Review of ecological impacts arising from utilisation of alternative cable alignment routes at Van Riebeeckstrand

Cable Route A

Local

Long term

Definite

Low

Low

High

Cable Route B

Local

Long term

Definite

Moderate

Moderate

High

Mitigation

Confidence

Status

Significance

Probability

Duration

Spatial extent

Beach Node

Re-establish and sculpt dune structure to prevailing morphology
Ensure that the proximity of wet dune slack to longitudinal dune
heel is not increased by infilling or related changes to
topography
Establish stabilizing agents such as geofabric materials
Route pedestrian traffic away from disturbed site for period
Re-establish and sculpt dune structure to prevailing morphology
Ensure that the proximity of wet dune slack to longitudinal dune
heel is not increased by infilling or related changes to
topography
Establish stabilizing agents such as geofabric materials
Route pedestrian traffic away from disturbed site for period

Spatial Extent: Denotes the affected area, - site, local, regional or national
Duration: The period of time over which the impact will be noted. This may be “long term (greater than the duration of project), moderate or medium term
(occurs during the lifetime of the project) or “short term” (less than the lifetime of the project and primarily during the implementation stage of the project).
Probability: The likelihood of the impact occurring as a result of the project being undertaken. Such probability may be “high”, “moderate” or “low”.
Significance: The nature of the impact in respect to the status quo (i.e. alteration of status quo). Such levels of severity may be “high”, “moderate” or “low”.
Status: This refers to the overall impact determined from the above parameters.
Confidence : An indication of the level of surety that the impacts or the parameters identified, will occur.
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7.

CONCLUSION AND MANAGEMENT INTERVENTIONS

The coastal dune cordon at Van Riebeeckstrand has been shown to presently be a mobilising system
where engulfment by sediments of the formerly vegetated dunes is seeing a leeward migration of
dunes and some engulfment of vegetation. Such transgression of the dune structures has arisen since
2010 and may be a response to changing maritime and meteorological factors.
The proposed landing of a sub-surface cable at Van Riebeeckstrand will require the trenching of
portions of the intertidal, back beach and dune cordon, in order to allow for the cable to connect with
land based infrastructure. (It has been suggested that horizontal drilling also be utilised – this is
discussed below). In the undertaking of such actions, there are evidently some significant impacts
upon these habitat forms, which will result in changes to both the prevailing morphology and habitat
at these points. In addition, a prudent approach to such actions on account of the evidently mobilising
dune, should ensue.
Following due consideration of the state of the two site options for the landing of the cable at Van
Riebeeckstrand, it is evident that Cable Alignment Option A is the most applicable on account of the
following:

1. Alignment with Cable Route Alternative A, shows limited disturbance to the prevailing dune
morphology.

2. Cable Route Alternative B, at a preliminary level of evaluation, shows improved botanical
species diversity and range, across the route, compared to Cable Route Alternative A and as
such, should be avoided

A number of management interventions should be undertaken during the establishment of the cable at
this point, these being (Figure 14):

1.

A detailed survey should be undertaken of the route in order to identify the extent of the wet
dune slack and the topography of the affected dune environment, in order to allow for the
reinstatement of these systems to mimic the present morphology, once the cable has been laid.

2.

It may be preferable to align the cable with the present semi-formal walkway, than to
excavate through the slack. Where not possible, it is recommended that the cable be aligned
immediately adjacent to the said walkway.

Ecological Evaluation. Van Riebeeckstrand ACE Cable : September 2016

3

Horizontal drilling has been proposed to allow for the establishment of the cable, without the

necessity to trench through dunes and other habitats. While this option may be applicable to other
habitats, such actions may generally be ineffective or impractical in the context of the dune cordon.
This is evident on account of the fact that horizontal drilling will:
a. serve to disturb the lamellae and hydrological regime below the surface of the dune form,
in a similar manner to trenching, thus negating the benefits that may be attributed at a cursory level to
such operations; and that
b. Dune systems are inherently dynamic and are inter related across the sub tidal to supra tidal
environment. So long as a change is instituted within the sand sharing system of a coastline, change
will arise in one or more components of the system.

It follows that the option of horizontal drilling may be utilised in the establishing of the cable,
however, the benefits of utilising this method is rudimentary and superficial.

4.

The route should be cordoned with possible shuttering being applied within the trench to
reduce the need to establish a wider excavation to meet the abovementioned minimum depth.

5.

Trenching and excavation to a depth greater than 5m (and as deep as 10m) should apply at
points above the high

water mark (back beach, frontal dune cordon and dune heel) during

the establishment phase to avoid exposure where dune mobility arises.

6.

Once all trenching and backfilling has been completed, following the laying of the cable, it is
proposed that the dune be reinstated and sculpted to mimic the pre-construction state.

7.

An alternative pedestrian walkway should be established during the restoration stage of the
project to prevent foot traffic across the destabilised area of dune.

8.

Stabilisation of the dune should be undertaken on a temporary basis utilising geofabric or
related materials. Limited planting of materials is proposed.
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Figure. 14. Stylised image of post trenching measures required
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